The Committee on Community Colleges is charged with considering a range of issues that affect modern language teachers in two-year colleges, e.g., conditions of employment, staffing, curriculum, articulation with secondary schools and four-year institutions, the preparation and recruitment of faculty, and the encouragement of scholarship about teaching in the community college.

Join us
Visit our websites (see the back of this page) and/or contact our MLA liaisons at ccc@mla.org.

Join MAPS
Consider joining the MLA’s Academic Program Services (MAPS; https://www.maps.mla.org). MAPS is a professional network and is a bundle of benefits and services designed to support the work and professional development of those who lead and manage academic programs in the humanities. MAPS membership includes benefits provided by the Association of Departments of English (ADE; https://www.maps.mla.org/About-MAPS/ADE) and the Association of Departments of Foreign Languages (ALD; https://www.maps.mla.org/About-MAPS/ALD) and is only $160 per year for community colleges.
Thursday, 4 January 2024 (Compiled by Michael Jacobs)

43 Online Teaching and Learning: New Approaches, Learning Outcomes, and Programmatic Benefits
1:45pm - 3:00pm / Marriott - 407-409

111 MLA Institutes on Reading and Writing Pedagogy: Outcomes, Lessons Learned, and Paths Forward
5:15pm - 6:30pm / Loews – Congress C

120 Beyond the Classroom Walls: Practicing Community as Celebration of Cultural Capital
5:15pm - 6:30pm / Marriott - Grand L
https://bit.ly/3PXPm3i

132 Careers in English at Community Colleges and the Job Search
5:15pm - 6:30pm / Virtual

Friday, 5 January 2024 (Compiled by Michael Jacobs)

210 Emerging Approaches to Global Englishes: Learning, Using, Teaching, Judging
10:15am - 11:30am / Loews – Adams
https://bit.ly/3PXAw6D

243 NEH Grants: Bridging Teaching and Research
12:00pm - 1:15pm / Marriott - 305-306

299 Getting Funded in the Humanities: An NEH Workshop
1:45pm - 3:45pm / PCC - 204B

325 Teaching Digital Humanities (DH) in Community Colleges
3:30pm - 4:45pm / Marriott - Franklin 12

Saturday, 6 January 2024 (Compiled by Amee Schmidt)

389 How to amplify Faculty Voice and Protect the Profession: Unions, Solidarity, and Collective Action
8:00am - 11:30am / Marriott - Grand A

409 Public Humanities and the Community College Mission (sponsored by the Committee on Community Colleges)
8:30am – 9:45am / Marriott - Franklin 3

450 AI, Natural Language Processing, and Computational Linguistics: Implications for Language Programs
10:15am - 11:30am / Marriott - Franklin 6

Curated program of MLA 2024 for Community College Professionals

Thursday, 4 January 2024 (Compiled by Michael Jacobs)

- 43 Online Teaching and Learning: New Approaches, Learning Outcomes, and Programmatic Benefits
  - 1:45pm - 3:00pm / Marriott - 407-409

- 111 MLA Institutes on Reading and Writing Pedagogy: Outcomes, Lessons Learned, and Paths Forward
  - 5:15pm - 6:30pm / Loews – Congress C

- 120 Beyond the Classroom Walls: Practicing Community as Celebration of Cultural Capital
  - 5:15pm - 6:30pm / Marriott - Grand L
    - https://bit.ly/3PXPm3i

Friday, 5 January 2024 (Compiled by Michael Jacobs)

- 210 Emerging Approaches to Global Englishes: Learning, Using, Teaching, Judging
  - 10:15am - 11:30am / Loews – Adams

- 243 NEH Grants: Bridging Teaching and Research
  - 12:00pm - 1:15pm / Marriott - 305-306

- 299 Getting Funded in the Humanities: An NEH Workshop
  - 1:45pm - 3:45pm / PCC - 204B

- 325 Teaching Digital Humanities (DH) in Community Colleges
  - 3:30pm - 4:45pm / Marriott - Franklin 12

Saturday, 6 January 2024 (Compiled by Amee Schmidt)

- 389 How to amplify Faculty Voice and Protect the Profession: Unions, Solidarity, and Collective Action
  - 8:00am - 11:30am / Marriott - Grand A

- 409 Public Humanities and the Community College Mission (sponsored by the Committee on Community Colleges)
  - 8:30am – 9:45am / Marriott - Franklin 3

- 450 AI, Natural Language Processing, and Computational Linguistics: Implications for Language Programs
  - 10:15am - 11:30am / Marriott - Franklin 6

Sunday, 7 January 2024 (Compiled by William Christopher Brown)

- 649 Languages at the Crossroads in Community Colleges: Historical Trends, Current Strategies, and Future Directions (sponsored by the CCC)
  - 8:30am - 9:45am / Marriott - Franklin 3
    - https://bit.ly/3PXxDUd

- 645 Pedagogies of Hope, Delight, Whimsy, and Joy
  - 8:30am - 9:45am / Loews - Congress B

- 663 The Business of the University
  - 10:15am – 11:30am / Marriott - 413

- 706 Material Pedagogies
  - 12:00pm - 1:15pm / Loews - Congress B
    - https://bit.ly/3rr0ar8

- 729 The Rituals of Shared Governance: Next Steps for the Role of English in University Governance
  - 1:45pm – 3:00pm / Marriott - 302-304
    - https://bit.ly/46xz3t0

Visit the CCC's Humanities Commons page (https://ccc.mla.hcommons.org/mla-convention-2024/) for an updated curated program.